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Compared to Disease Activity Score and Clinical
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ABSTRACT. Objective. To compare 4 categories (high, moderate, and low severity, and near-remission) of
RAPID3 (Routine Assessment of Patient Index Data 3), an index without formal joint counts, which
is scored in < 10 seconds to 4 categories of the Disease Activity Score (DAS28) and Clinical Disease
Activity Index (CDAI) in patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA).
Methods. All patients complete a Multidimensional Health Assessment Questionnaire (MDHAQ) at
each visit. A physician/assessor 28-joint count and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) were completed in 285 patients with RA in usual care by 3 rheumatologists to score DAS28, CDAI, and
RAPID3. RAPID3 includes the 3 MDHAQ patient self-report RA Core Data Set measures for physical function, pain, and patient global estimate. Proposed RAPID3 (range 0–10) severity categories
of high (> 4), moderate (2.01–4), low (1.01–2), and near-remission (≤ 1) were compared to DAS
(0–10) activity categories of high (> 5.1), moderate (3.21–5.1), low (2.61–3.2), and remission
(≤ 2.6), and CDAI (0–76) categories of > 22, 10.1–22.0, 2.9–10.0, and ≤ 2.8. Additional RAPID
scores, which add to RAPID3 a physician/assessor or patient self-report joint count and/or assessor
global estimate, were also analyzed. Statistical significance was analyzed using Spearman correlations, cross-tabulations, and kappa statistics.
Results. All RAPID scores were correlated significantly with DAS28 and CDAI (rho > 0.65, p <
0.001). Overall, 78%–84% of patients who met DAS28 or CDAI moderate/high activity criteria met
similar RAPID severity criteria, and 68%–77% who met DAS28 or CDAI remission/low activity criteria also met similar RAPID criteria. RAPID3 was as informative as other indices.
Conclusion. RAPID3 provides a feasible, informative quantitative index for busy clinical settings.
(First Release Sept 15 2008; J Rheumatol 2008;35:2136–47; doi:10.3899/jrheum.080182)
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Quantitative assessment has advanced therapies for patients
with rheumatoid arthritis (RA) over the last 2 decades.
“Tight control” according to a Disease Activity Score 28
(DAS28)1-3 is associated with significantly better outcomes
than usual nonquantitative care of RA4-9. However, most RA
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ful, but nonquantitative, history and physical examination.
The only quantitative measures included are laboratory
tests, which often are not informative and/or not available at
the time of the visit10. A formal quantitative joint count is not
performed at most visits11, so that DAS28 or Clinical Disease
Activity Index (CDAI)12 are not available. “Documentation”
of patient status and changes over time generally is available
only from “gestalt” clinical impressions.
Each of 7 RA Core Data Set measures13,14 have similar
relative efficiencies to distinguish active from control treatments in clinical trials15,16. Therefore, indices composed of
only 3 or 4 Core Data Set measures such as the DAS2817 or
of only the 3 patient-reported Core Data Set measures
(physical function, pain, patient global estimate) without
joint counts, distinguish active from control treatments in
clinical trials (of leflunomide18,19, methotrexate18,19, adalimumab20, and abatacept21) at levels similar to American
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College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria22 and to one another. Scores on the “patient-only” indices are correlated significantly with DAS28 in these clinical trials18-21 as well as
in clinical settings23.
One “patient-only” index, termed the “routine assessment
of patient index data 3” (RAPID3), can be scored in fewer
than 10 seconds on a multidimensional Health Assessment
Questionnaire (MDHAQ)24,25 (Figure 1), compared to about
42 seconds for a standard HAQ, and 90 seconds for a quantitative 28-joint count26. The MDHAQ can be completed by
most patients in 5–10 minutes prior to seeing a rheumatologist, so that a RAPID3 score is available at the time the
patient is seen. A RAPID3 score could provide a pragmatic
quantitative index for a rheumatologist to assess, monitor,
and document patient status in a busy clinical setting.
We compared proposed categories of high, moderate, and
low severity and near-remission for RAPID3 to categories
for high, moderate, and low activity and remission for
DAS283,27 and CDAI28,29 in 285 patients with RA seen by 3
rheumatologists in usual clinical care. We also analyzed
additional RAPID scores, which included a joint count by a
physician/assessor or by patient self-report30 and/or a physician global estimate, to assess whether inclusion of these
data might provide a substantially more informative index
than RAPID3.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients. Patients were studied from 3 rheumatology clinical settings of
MB, TP, and YY. Patients were seen by MB in a private-practice setting
established in 1987, by TP in an academic setting since 1980, and by YY in
both private practice and academic settings since 2001. Each patient (with
any diagnosis) seen by these rheumatologists completes a version of an
MDHAQ24,25 at each visit. In addition, 100 consecutive patients with RA at
each setting were assessed in usual care according to a “standard protocol
to evaluate RA” (SPERA)31, which also includes a 28-joint count, laboratory tests, and further clinical assessments of RA (see below).
Patients signed consent for de-identified results to be sent anonymously to a data center at Vanderbilt University (Nashville, Tennessee); data
from Vanderbilt University patients were de-identified for this study. The
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of
Human Subjects at Vanderbilt University, and at the other settings. The 3
settings are the US participants in the international QUEstionnaire in
STandard clinical care of RA (QUEST-RA) program32.
MDHAQ questionnaire. The MDHAQ (Figure 1)24,25 is a 2-sided, singlesheet instrument, adapted from the standard HAQ33, designed to facilitate
review and scoring by a health professional in a busy clinical setting.
Patients complete the MDHAQ while waiting to see the physician, so that
scores are available for physician review at the time the patient is seen.
Many versions have been developed in response to clinical observations
and requests of rheumatologists; all versions are at least 80% identical.
Version R783 of the MDHAQ includes 5 scales on Page 1 (Figure 1A)
to assess physical function, psychological distress, pain, patient global estimate, and a self-report joint count on a RA Disease Activity Index
(RADAI)30,34. Thirteen items (1a–1m) are queried for 4 responses: without
any difficulty (= 0), with some difficulty (= 1), with much difficulty (= 2),
and unable to do (= 3), as on the HAQ33. The first 10 items (1a–1j) are
activities, 8 identical to the HAQ, one from each of the 8 HAQ categories,
reported as a modified HAQ (MHAQ) in 198335, as well as 2 complex
activities, “walk 2 miles or 3 kilometers” and “participate in recreation and

sports as you would like,” added in 199524,25. The 10 activities are scored
without a calculator or computer, as a physical function (FN) score of 0–30,
which may be recoded as 0–10 using a scoring template on Page 1. Three
items (1k–1m) concerning sleep, anxiety, and depression have been found
to be informative in patient care in the standard HAQ format24, but are not
scored formally.
The MDHAQ pain and global estimate VAS format is a 10-cm horizontal line format or 21 numbered circles. [At the time of these studies, the 10cm horizontal line was used, but the 21-circle VAS is now used by each of
the authors36.] The RADAI self-report joint count30,34 is scored as 0–48;
the raw 0–48 score may be recoded to 0–10 using a scoring template on
Page 1. Boxes printed on the right side are included for the physician to
record scores for pain, global estimate, and RADAI.
Page 2 of the MDHAQ (Figure 1B), the reverse side, includes a review
of systems symptom checklist, scales for morning stiffness, change in status, exercise, fatigue VAS, recent medical history, and demographic data.
All analyses in this report are derived from the scales on Page 1.
RAPID3 scores. RAPID3 scores are designed for usual clinical care,
although they also may be useful for clinical research. The 3 Core Data Set
measures on the MDHAQ, for function (FN), pain (PN), and patient global estimate (PTGL), are each scored 0–10 and recorded on the MDHAQ.
The raw total score of 0–30 may be recoded to 0–10 using a scoring template at the bottom of Page 1. RAPID3 is mathematically identical to a
patient activity score (PAS)23. RAPID3 on the MDHAQ can be computed
in about 10 seconds or less26.
Other RAPID scores. Other RAPID scores that add further measures to
RAPID3 were developed and analyzed to assess whether additional measures by a physician/assessor or patient might provide a substantially more
informative index than RAPID3. Each index is labeled with a number after
“RAPID” indicating the number of included measures, followed by abbreviations of these measures (Table 1).
RAPID4MDJC (Table 1) adds to RAPID3 a standard 28 swollen and
tender joint count37 performed by a physician/assessor, based on a rationale that this joint count is the most specific38 and most highly valued39
measure to assess patients with RA. To calculate RAPID4MDJC, the 28joint count is scored 0–54 (0–28 tender joints; 0–26 swollen joints, not
including the shoulder), recoded to a 0–10 scale using division by 5.4, then
added to RAPID3 for a total of 0–40.
RAPID4PTJC (Table 1) adds to RAPID3 a RADAI self-report joint
count30, based on a rationale that a formal quantitative joint count is not
performed at most RA patient visits11, and a RADAI self-report joint count
is correlated significantly with a physician/assessor joint count30. As noted,
the RADAI is scored 0–48, and recoded to a 0–10 scale using a scoring
template on the MDHAQ. A raw RAPID4MDJC or RAPID4PTJC 0–40
scores may be divided by 4 to give an adjusted 0–10 score, using a template
at the bottom of Page 1 (Figure 1)26.
RAPID5 (Table 1) adds to RAPID4PTJC a physician/assessor global
estimate, based on a rationale to include in an index the measure with the
highest relative efficiency in most clinical trials15,40, physician/assessor
estimate of global status, as well as a joint count measure. The RAPID5
0–50 raw score may be divided by 5 to give an adjusted 0–10 score using a
template at the bottom of Page 1 of the MDHAQ (Figure 1), computed in
about 20 seconds26.
Each of 2 to 5 measures included in a RAPID score is weighted equally on a 0–10 scale, in contrast to ACR improvement criteria22, DAS283, and
CDAI28, in which joint-count data are weighted more heavily than other
Core Set measures. Adjustment of all RAPID scores to 0–10 facilitates simple comparisons of all indices to one another and to DAS28 and CDAI. In
usual care, RAPID3 may be scored 0–30, for further simplicity.
Other RAPID scores — such as RAPID2, which includes only a physician and a patient global estimate; RAPID4 versions that include RAPID3
plus a swollen joint count, tender joint count or physician global estimate;
and RAPID5, with a physician joint count — were also computed.
However, results were quite similar to RAPID3, RAPID4PTJC,
RAPID4MDJC, and RAPID5, and are not presented in this report.
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Figure 1A. Multidimensional Health Assessment Questionnaire (MDHAQ), Version R783. The front page (A) includes 5 scales to assess physical function,
psychological distress, pain, patient global estimate, and a self-report joint count on a RA Disease Activity Index (RADAI)30,34. The 10 physical function
activities (items 1a–1j) are each scored 0, 1, 2, or 3 (as with the HAQ), for a total of 0–30; the raw 0–30 score is recoded as 0–10 using a scoring template on
the right side of the page. A brief psychological distress scale of 3 queries concerning sleep, anxiety, and depression (items 1k–1m) is given below the 10
activities; these queries may be informative to the rheumatologist in patient care, but are not scored formally. Scoring templates for pain, self-report joint
count, and patient global estimate measures are also available on the right side of the page, and for RAPID indices at the bottom of the page. RAPID3 includes
the 3 RA Core Data Set patient self-report measures: physical function, pain, and patient global estimate of status. RAPID4PTJC adds to RAPID3 a RADAI
joint count, and RAPID5 adds to RAPID4PTJC a physician global estimate of patient status. Reprinted with permission: Health Report Services.
Personal non-commercial use only. The Journal of Rheumatology Copyright © 2008. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1B. The reverse side (B) includes a review of systems, morning stiffness, change in status, exercise activity, fatigue VAS, recent medical history, and
demographic data. This information is not included in RAPID scores, but provides useful data for clinical care. Reprinted with permission: Health Report
Services.
Personal non-commercial use only. The Journal of Rheumatology Copyright © 2008. All rights reserved.
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Table 1. Composition of Routine Assessment of Patient Index Data (RAPID) indices.
Measure

Number of measures included
Physical function
Pain
Patient global estimate
MD/Assessor global estimate
Tender joint count (MD)
Swollen joint count (MD)
Patient joint count (RADAI)
ESR/CRP
Scale — raw score
Scale — adjusted score

DAS28

CDAI

RAPID 3

RAPID
4PTJC

RAPID
4MDJC

RAPID 5

4

4

√

√
√
√
√

3
√
√
√

4
√
√
√

4
√
√
√

5
√
√
√
√

√
√

√
√

√
0–10

0–76

0–30
0-10

0–40
0–10

√
0–40
0–10

0–50
0–10

MD: physician; RADAI: Rheumatoid Arthritis Disease Activity Index; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate;
CRP: C-reactive protein.
DAS28 and CDAI. DAS283 includes 4 measures: 28 swollen joint count, 28
tender joint count, ESR, and patient global estimate, and is scored 0–10
using a DAS calculator (also available at the DAS website: http://www.dasscore.nl/www.das-score.nl/). The CDAI12,28 includes 4 measures, 3 identical
to DAS28, substituting a physician/assessor global estimate for ESR. The
CDAI is scored as a simple 0–76 total: 0–28 for 2 joint counts, and 0–10 for
2 global estimates. Four DAS28 activity categories27 are: > 5.1 = high,
3.21–5.1 = moderate, 2.61–3.2 = low, and ≤ 2.6 = remission. The corresponding CDAI categories29 are > 22 = high, 10.1–22.0 = moderate,
2.9–10.0 = low, and ≤ 2.8 = remission. Proposed severity (rather than activity) categories for RAPID3 are: > 4 = high, 2.01–4 = moderate, 1.01–2 =
low, and ≤ 1 = near-remission, on an adjusted 0–10 scale. On an unadjusted 0–30 scale, the severity categories are defined as > 12 = high, 6.01–12 =
moderate, 3.01–6 = lower, and ≤ 3 = near-remission. These cutpoints were
selected on the basis of clinical experience of the senior author over 20
years41 and analyses of adalimumab42 and abatacept21 clinical trial data.
Statistical analyses. The SPERA protocol was completed in 318 patients in
the 3 clinical settings. One or more measures were missing in 33 patients
(10.4%), primarily ESR and self-report of RADAI joint count. Analyses
were conducted only in the 285 patients for whom complete data were
available for all included measures and indices.
All data were entered into a Microsoft Access database, which had been
developed for management of longitudinal studies31, and SPERA data in
the cross-sectional, multinational QUEST-RA protocol32. The data were
transferred to SAS® V9.2 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) for statistical analyses.
Demographic measures, clinical measures, RA Core Data Set measures,
indices, and therapies in the 3 settings were compared using analysis of
variance for continuous variables, and chi-square analysis for discontinuous
variables. Spearman rank-nonparametric correlation coefficients were computed to compare individual Core Data Set measures, duration of disease,
DAS28, CDAI, and various RAPID scores. Cross-tabulations were computed to compare 4 DAS28 and CDAI categories of high disease activity
(DAS = 5.1–10; CDAI = 22–78), moderate activity (DAS = 3.2–5.1; CDAI
= 10.1–22), low activity (DAS = 2.61–3.2; CDAI = 3.81–10), and remission
(DAS = 0–2.6; CDAI = 0–28) to the 4 proposed RAPID categories of high
severity (4.01–10), moderate severity (2.01–4.0), low severity (1.01–2.0),
and near-remission (0–1.0). Statistical significance of the level of agreement of the different scales was evaluated using chi-square, kappa, and
weighted kappa statistics.

RESULTS
Patients. The 285 patients included 88, 119, and 78 from 3
different clinical settings who had complete data available

(Table 2). The mean age was 57.4 years, 73% were female,
68.4% Caucasian, 18.6% African American, and 6.7%
Hispanic. The mean duration of disease was 4.9, 8.2, and
14.0 years in practices established in 2001, 1987, and 1980,
respectively. One practice included 50% African American
patients and 23% Hispanic patients, who were a small
minority in the other practices.
Among RA Core Data Set measures, mean patient questionnaire scores for function, pain, and global estimate did
not differ significantly in the 3 practices, yielding mean
RAPID3 scores of 2.9 (means of 2.7, 2.8, and 3.3 in the 3
practices). Overall mean swollen joint count was 3.7, tender
joint count 3.5, physician global estimate 2.0, and ESR 23.4.
Some differences were statistically significant, but clinically plausible, explained by lower swollen joint counts, lower
physician global estimate, and higher ESR in one setting,
and lower tender joint counts in another setting.
The mean DAS28 score of 3.4 differed statistically across
the 3 settings, reflecting lower tender joint counts in one setting; no significant differences were seen between CDAI or
RAPID scores. The overall mean DAS28 of 3.4, CDAI of
10.6, and RAPID3 of 2.9 are only slightly above the cutpoints for “low activity” or “low severity” in these 3 practices, in which an aggressive approach to control inflammation as completely as possible is pursued, although 17% of
patients had high disease activity by DAS28 or CDAI (see
below).
Overall, 61.8% of the patients were treated with prednisone, 72.3% with weekly low-dose methotrexate, and
28.4% with biological agents. In one practice, prednisone
was taken by most patients, but with a mean dose of 4 mg
per day, on a longterm basis43. The data concerning these
285 patients appear to reflect a relatively typical population
of patients with RA in the US, although variation was seen
in many variables across the 3 settings, as seen in multicenter clinical trials.
Spearman correlations of DAS28, CDAI, and RAPID scores.
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Table 2. Demographic, RA Core Data Set, indices, and medication data in 285 patients seen by 3 rheumatologists (MB, TP, YY) by setting. Values are mean (standard deviation) unless otherwise indicated.

N
Age, yrs
Duration, yrs
Education, yrs
Female*
Race
Caucasian*
African American*
Hispanic*
RA Core Data Set measures
Physician/assessor measures
Swollen 28 joint count
Tender 28 joint count
Physician global estimate VAS
Laboratory measure
Erythrocyte sedimentation rate
Patient measures
Function
Pain VAS
Patient global estimate VAS
Clinical indices
DAS28
CDAI
RAPID3
RAPID4PTJC
RAPID4MDJC
RAPID5
Treatment
Prednisone*
Methotrexate*
Biologic agents*†

MB

TP

YY

All Patients

p

88
56.2 (15.6)
8.2 (6.8)
13.6 (2.1)
62 (70.5)

119
58.5 (14.5)
14.0 (10.1)
13.8 (2.9)
82 (68.9)

78
57.1 (13.5)
4.9 (6.0)
13.4 (4.0)
64 (82.1)

285
57.4 (14.6)
9.7 (9.0)
13.6 (3.0)
208 (73.0)

68 (77.3)
10 (11.4)
1 (1.1)

113 (95.0)
4 (3.4)
0

14 (17.9)
39 (50.0)
18 (23.1)

195 (68.4)
53 (18.6)
19 (6.7)

4 (4.4)
1.5 (3.3)
2.3 (1.8)

4.3 (3.9)
4.4 (6)
2.1 (1.1)

2.4 (3.8)
4.3 (4.8)
1.6 (1.4)

3.7 (4.1)
3.5 (5.2)
2.0 (1.4)

0.004
< 0.001
0.003

18.9 (22)

20.9 (18.5)

32.3 (33.2)

23.4 (24.9)

< 0.001

2.0 (1.8)
3.2 (2.6)
2.8 (2.4)

2.2 (1.9)
3.3 (2.6)
2.9 (2.4)

2.3 (2.0)
4.0 (2.9)
3.6 (2.7)

2.1 (1.9)
3.5 (2.7)
3.1 (2.5)

0.551
0.104
0.074

2.7 (1.6)
10.7 (9.6)
2.7 (2.1)
2.4 (1.9)
2.3 (1.7)
2.4 (1.8)

3.6 (1.5)
13.7 (10.8)
2.8 (2.1)
2.6 (2)
2.5 (1.8)
2.5 (1.7)

3.7 (1.7)
11.9 (11.1)
3.3 (2.4)
3.1 (2.2)
2.8 (2)
2.8 (2)

3.4 (1.7)
12.3 (10.6)
2.9 (2.2)
2.7 (2)
2.5 (1.8)
2.5 (1.8)

< 0.001
0.127
0.130
0.180
0.064
0.282

39 (44.3)
62 (70.5)
29 (33.0)

108 (90.8)
95 (79.8)
37 (31.1)

29 (37.2)
49 (62.8)
15 (19.2)

176 (61.8)
206 (72.3)
81 (28.4)

< 0.001**
0.030**
0.103**

0.536
< 0.001
0.604
0.076**
< 0.001**

* Values are reported as number of patients (percentage of total patients in column). Significance of differences
between sites; ** p values for discontinuous variables were calculated by chi-square; all other p values (continuous variables) were calculated by analysis of variance (ANOVA). † Biologic agents include adalimumab, etanercept, and infliximab. VAS: visual analog scale.

Among the 285 patients with complete data, DAS28 was
correlated significantly with RAPID3 (rho = 0.66, p < 0.001;
Table 3) and with other RAPID scores (rho = 0.65–0.73, p <
0.001; Table 3). CDAI was also correlated significantly with
RAPID3, at somewhat higher levels than DAS28 (rho =
0.74, p < 0.001; Table 3), as well as with all other RAPID
scores (rho = 0.74–0.83, p < 0.001; Table 3). As expected,
Table 3. Spearman correlation coefficients for DAS28, CDAI, and all
RAPID indices in 285 patients in 3 clinical settings.

CDAI
RAPID3
RAPID4PTJC
RAPID4MDJC
RAPID5

DAS28

CDAI

RAPID3

0.844
0.658
0.654
0.731
0.692

0.742
0.748
0.828
0.805

0.989
0.988
0.981

RAPID
4PTJC

RAPID
4MDJC

0.991

0.985

p < 0.001 for all comparisons.

the highest correlation was seen between DAS28 and CDAI
(rho = 0.84, weighted kappa = 0.60, p < 0.001), as 3 of the
4 measures in the DAS and CDAI (swollen joint count, tender joint count, patient global estimate) are identical.
RAPID4MDJC, which includes 2 measures in common with
DAS28 and CDAI (tender joint count, patient global estimate), was correlated at higher levels with DAS28 and
CDAI than RAPID3, which includes only one measure
found on the DAS28 and CDAI (patient global estimate).
Nonetheless, RAPID3 was correlated significantly (at levels
almost as high as RAPID scores with more common measures) with DAS28 and CDAI. The correlation of RAPID3
with DAS28 (rho = 0.66) is greater than the correlation of
CRP with ESR (rho = 0.51) or of any Core Data Set measure with duration of disease (all rho < 0.16).
Four categories of DAS28, CDAI, and RAPID3 scores.
Among the 285 patients, 50 (17%) met DAS28 criteria for
high activity (> 5.1), compared to 90 (32%) with moderate
activity (3.3–5.1), 40 (14%) with low activity (2.7–3.2), and
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105 (37%) in remission (≤ 2.6) (Table 4A). The proportions
of patients in 4 categories for RAPID3 were 31% with high
severity (> 4.0), 25% with moderate severity (2.1–4.0), 18%
with low severity (1.1–2.0), and 26% in near-remission
(≤ 1.0) (Table 4A).
Among the 50 patients with high activity according to
DAS28, 96% had high or moderate severity according to
RAPID3 (Table 4A). Of the 105 patients in DAS28 remission, 73% had low severity or near-remission according to
RAPID3 (Table 4A). The weighted kappa statistic for agreement of RAPID3 with DAS28 was 0.44 (p < 0.001).
CDAI criteria for high activity (> 22.0) were met by 17%
of the patients, compared to 32% with moderate activity
(10.1–22.0), 33% with low activity (2.9–10.0), and 18%
with remission (≤ 2.8) (Table 4B). Among 50 patients with
CDAI high activity, 96% had high or moderate RAPID3
severity (Table 4B). Among 52 patients in CDAI remission,
98% were in near-remission or low severity (Table 4B). The
weighted kappa statistic for agreement of RAPID3 with
CDAI was 0.51 (p < 0.001), somewhat higher than for
DAS28.
Four categories of DAS28, CDAI, and other RAPID scores.
Agreement of DAS28 (Table 5) and CDAI (Table 6) with
RAPID4 and RAPID5 indices was quite similar to agreement with RAPID3. Of the 50 patients with DAS28 high
activity, 94%–96% met high or moderate severity criteria for
the other 3 RAPID scores (Table 5), similar to 96% for
RAPID3 (Table 4A). Of the 105 patients in DAS28 remission, 76%–81% were in near-remission or low severity

according to the other RAPID scores (Table 5), similar to
the 73% according to RAPID3 (Table 4A).
Of the 50 patients with CDAI high activity, 96%–98%
met high or moderate severity criteria for the other RAPID
scores (Table 6), similar to 96% for RAPID3 (Table 4B). Of
the 52 patients in CDAI remission, 98%–100% were in
RAPID near-remission or low severity categories (Table 6),
similar to 98% for RAPID3 (Table 4B). Chi-square and
weighted kappa statistics of 0.43–0.57 for comparisons of
RAPID indices were all statistically significant (p < 0.001)
and in the same range.
Two categories of DAS28, CDAI, and RAPID scores.
Agreement between DAS, CDAI, and RAPID scores is summarized in Table 7 according to 2 categories: moderate and
high activity/severity versus remission/near-remission and
low activity/severity. The results suggest little incremental
value to calculate indices that include additional measures
beyond the 3 Core Data Set patient measures in RAPID3,
particularly considering the time required.
DISCUSSION
Quantitative measures, ranging from blood pressure to
serum glucose, have advanced clinical care in many diseases. Specific evidence of the value of quantitative data
according to DAS28 has been documented in clinical trials
of patients with RA4-9. However, DAS28, or the simplified
CDAI, requires a formal quantitative joint count, and is not
available at most visits of patients with RA to a rheumatologist. A clinician can provide good patient care for RA

Table 4. RAPID3 scores compared to DAS28 and CDAI in 285 patients at 3 sites. All percentages are row percentages, except total in rightmost column (column percentages).
A. DAS28 vs RAPID3

DAS28

RAPID3 Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity

> 5.1, high activity
3.21–5.1, moderate activity
2.61–3.2, low activity
0–2.6, Remission
Total

37 (74%)
39 (43%)
4 (10%)
10 (10%)
90 (31%)

11 (22%)
27 (30%)
15 (38%)
18 (17%)
71 (25%)

1 (2%)
16 (18%)
10 (25%)
24 (23%)
51 (18%)

0–1.0,
Near-remission

Total

1 (2%)
8 (9%)
11 (27%)
53 (50%)
73 (26%)

50 (17%)
90 (32%)
40 (14%)
105 (37%)
285

0–1.0,
Near-remission

Total

1 (2%)
6 (7%)
25 (27%)
41 (79%)
73 (26%)

50 (17%)
90 (32%)
93 (33%)
52 (18%)
285

Kappa 0.26, weighted kappa 0.44.
B. CDAI vs RAPID3

CDAI

RAPID3 Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity

> 22, high activity
10.1–22.0, moderate activity
2.9–10, low activity
0–2.8, remission
Total

39 (78%)
36 (40%)
15 (16%)
0 (0%)
90 (31%)

9 (18%)
33 (36%)
28 (30%)
1 (2%)
71 (25%)

1 (2%)
15 (17%)
25 (27%)
10 (19%)
51 (18%)

Kappa 0.32, weighted kappa 0.51.
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Table 5. DAS28 compared to other RAPID scores in 285 patients at 3 sites. All percentages are row percentages, except total in rightmost column (column percentages).
A. DAS28 vs RAPID4PTJC

DAS28

RAPID4PTJC Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
0–1.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity Near-remission

> 5.1 high activity
3.21–5.1, moderate activity
2.61–3.2, low activity
0–2.6, remission
Total

37 (74%)
30 (33%)
5 (12%)
8 (7%)
80 (28%)

10 (20%)
32 (36%)
14 (35%)
18 (17%)
74 (26%)

2 (4%)
20 (22%)
8 (20%)
28 (27%)
58 (20%)

1 (2%)
8 (9%)
13 (33%)
51 (49%)
73 (26%)

Total
50 (17%)
90 (32%)
40 (14%)
105 (37%)
285

Kappa 0.26, weighted kappa 0.44.
B. DAS28 vs RAPID4MDJC

DAS28

RAPID4MDJC Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
0–1.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity Near-remission

> 5.1, high activity
3.21–5.1, moderate activity
2.61–3.2, low activity
0–2.6, remission
Total

37 (74%)
23 (25%)
1 (2%)
3 (3%)
64 (22%)

11 (22%)
41 (46%)
13 (33%)
17 (16%)
82 (29%)

2 (4%)
19 (21%)
15 (38%)
29 (28%)
65 (23%)

Total

0 (0%)
7 (8%)
11 (27%)
56 (53%)
74 (26%)

50 (17%)
90 (32%)
40 (14%)
105 (37%)
285

0–1.0,
Near-remission

Total

0 (0%)
7 (8%)
10 (25%)
51 (51%)
71 (25%)

50 (17%)
90 (32%)
40 (14%)
105 (37%)
285

Kappa 0.36, weighted kappa 0.53.
C. DAS28 vs RAPID5

DAS28

RAPID5 Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity

> 5.1, high activity
3.21–5.1, moderate activity
2.61–3.2, low activity
0–2.6, remission
Total

37 (74%)
25 (28%)
4 (10%)
5 (5%)
71 (25%)

10 (20%)
38 (42%)
14 (35%)
19 (18%)
81 (28%)

3 (6%)
20 (22%)
12 (30%)
27 (26%)
62 (22%)

Kappa 0.32, weighted kappa 0.48.

patients in most situations based on a history and qualitative
physical examination, without quantitative data. However,
availability of numerical data may enhance decisions, outcomes4-9, and documentation of changes in patient status.
A careful history and physical examination, including a
nonquantitative joint examination, form the foundation of
any encounter of a physician and patient with RA.
Nonetheless, RAPID3, which requires 10 seconds to calculate, can provide a valid index to supplement the findings
with quantitative data in usual clinical care. Although correlations of RAPID with CDAI and DAS28 were highest for
RAPID4MDJC, which includes a swollen and tender joint
count by a physician/assessor, the incremental differences
may not justify the 90 seconds required to perform a formal
quantitative joint count as a routine practice.
It may appear inappropriate to suggest that a formal tender and swollen joint count performed by a physician/assessor is not required for an index to assess and monitor status
of patients with RA in usual care. The joint examination

provides the primary information for diagnosis and monitoring of patients with RA and clearly reflects disease pathogenesis. A formal quantitative joint count is the most specific RA measure39. However, several lines of evidence suggest
that RAPID3, accompanied by a careful nonquantitative
joint examination, but without a formal joint count, may
have considerable value for usual RA care.
First, indices of only the 3 patient-reported Core Data Set
measures are correlated with DAS28 in clinical trials of
leflunomide18,19, methotrexate18,19, adalimumab20, and
abatacept21, and in clinical settings23, and distinguish
between active and control treatments in clinical trials as
effectively as ACR and DAS criteria.
Second, the times required to score various RA measures
include 90 seconds to perform a 28-joint count, 14.6 seconds to calculate DAS28 at the DAS website, 42 seconds to
score a HAQ, 7.5 seconds to calculate 3 MDHAQ scores for
physical function, pain and global status, 9.6 seconds to calculate RAPID3, and 20 seconds to calculate RAPID526. The
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Table 6. CDAI compared to other RAPID scores in 285 patients at 3 sites. All percentages are row percentages,
except total in rightmost column (column percentages).
A. CDAI vs RAPID4PTJC
RAPID4PTJC Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
0–1.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity Near-remission

CDAI
> 22, high activity
10.1–22.0, moderate activity
2.9–10, low activity
0–2.8, remission
Total

38 (76%)
30 (33%)
12 (13%)
0 (0%)
80 (28%)

10 (20%)
35 (39%)
28 (30%)
1 (2%)
74 (26%)

1 (2%)
18 (20%)
30 (32%)
9 (17%)
58 (20%)

1 (2%)
7 (8%)
23 (25%)
42 (81%)
73 (26%)

Total
50 (17%)
90 (32%)
93 (33%)
52 (18%)
285

Kappa 0.35, weighted kappa 0.52.
B. CDAI vs RAPID4MDJC
RAPID4MDJC Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
0–1.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity Near-remission

CDAI
> 22, high activity
10.1–22.0, moderate activity
2.9–10, low activity
0–2.8, remission
Total

39 (78%)
22 (24%)
3 (3%)
0 (0%)
64 (22%)

10 (20%)
43 (48%)
29 (31%)
0 (0%)
82 (29%)

1 (2%)
21 (23%)
35 (38%)
8 (15%)
65 (23%)

Total

0 (0%)
4 (5%)
26 (28%)
44 (85%)
74 (26%)

50 (17%)
90 (32%)
93 (33%)
52 (18%)
285

0–1.0,
Near-remission

Total

0 (0%)
4 (4%)
22 (24%)
45 (87%)
71 (25%)

50 (17%)
90 (32%)
93 (33%)
52 (18%)
285

Kappa 0.42, weighted kappa 0.60.
C. CDAI vs RAPID5
RAPID5 Scores
4.1–10,
2.1–4.0,
1.1–2.0,
High Severity Moderate Severity Low Severity

CDAI
> 22, high activity
10.1–22.0, moderate activity
2.9–10, low activity
0–2.8, remission
Total

38 (76%)
25 (28%)
8 (9%)
0 (0%)
71 (25%)

10 (20%)
43 (48%)
28 (30%)
0 (0%)
81 (28%)

2 (4%)
18 (20%)
35 (38%)
7 (13%)
62 (22%)

Kappa 0.42, weighted kappa 0.59.

Table 7. Agreement (percentage) between DAS, CDAI, and RAPID for
moderate to high activity/severity versus remission/near-remission to low
activity/severity.

Versus

DAS
CDAI
RAPID3
RAPID4PTJC
RAPID4MDJC
RAPID5

DAS
Moderate
Remission
or High
or Low
—
82%
81%
78%
80%
79%

—
83%
68%
69%
77%
71%

CDAI
Moderate Remission
or High
or Low
82%
—
84%
81%
81%
83%

83%
—
70%
72%
79%
75%

time to score a CDAI may be similar to RAPID3. However,
the 5–10 minutes to acquire the patient data for RAPID3 are
those of a patient in the waiting room before seeing the
physician, whereas the 90 seconds for a joint count to score
a CDAI are taken from the interaction of physician and

patient during the limited time for this encounter. These differences may be important in efforts to incorporate quantitative measures into busy clinical settings.
Third, in part as a consequence of the time required, most
rheumatologists do not perform a formal quantitative (nonquantitative) joint count in usual care, unless required for a
clinical trial or medication11, although most visits of
patients with RA include a careful qualitative clinical examination. The RADAI self-report joint count is correlated
with a tender joint count by a physician at levels of about rho
= 0.5–0.630, and rho = 0.53 in the database in this study
(data not shown). If an assessor is not available to perform a
DAS281-3 or CDAI28, a quantitative RAPID3 score and selfreport joint count, along with a careful qualitative joint
examination by a physician, may be sufficient for patient
assessment and documentation in busy clinical settings.
Fourth, a formal quantitative joint count for swollen and
tender joints performed by a physician/assessor has a num-
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ber of limitations, which often are overlooked in the
rheumatology literature10, including poor reliability44-48
(although reliability can be improved with training46); lesser sensitivity to detect inflammation than magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or ultrasound49; greater improvement
in patients who received placebo or control compared to
active treatments than other Core Data Set measures40; lesser prognostic value than physical function scores for important severe longterm outcomes such as work disability,
costs, and mortality rates50; and likelihood to be unchanged
or improved over 5 years with traditional therapy while
patients experienced progressive joint deformity and disability51. All reports emphasize that a joint count should be
performed by the same observer at each visit. By contrast, it
is possible to monitor a patient quantitatively using a patient
questionnaire even if the usual rheumatologist is unavailable, if the patient sees another nonrheumatologist physician, or even at the patient’s home or other settings.
We emphasize again that RAPID3 in no way is advocated to replace joint counts in clinical trials or a careful joint
examination in clinical care. A formal quantitative joint
count is appropriate for clinical trials and other clinical
research, in which patients generally are described in
groups, despite these limitations. Nonetheless, the limitations described detract from measurement accuracy in individual patients in busy clinical settings, in whom patient
questionnaires provide greater reliability than joint counts52.
Although most patients who met criteria for moderate or
high activity according to DAS28 or CDAI met criteria for
moderate or high RAPID severity, a few patients had discrepant values. Perhaps these findings may be explained in
part by sensitivity of patient questionnaires to longterm joint
damage as well as inflammatory activity. Further analyses of
discrepant scores are in progress (data not shown).
Several limitations are seen in this study. First, only 3
rheumatologists participated, and it would be desirable to
extend these studies to a larger number of rheumatologists.
Second, this was a cross-sectional study, and longitudinal
data from clinical settings would appear desirable to study
further the potential value of RAPID3 in helping to guide
therapy. Rigorous longitudinal observations concerning
RAPID3 are available from clinical trials18-21, and further
longitudinal data from clinical care currently are being analyzed (data not shown).
The primary objective of this report is to document that
categories of a RAPID3 score, an index that does not require
a formal joint count, yield results generally quite similar to
DAS28 and CDAI categories in usual clinical care, as also
seen in clinical trials21. Addition of a physician/assessor
joint count and/or physician global estimate resulted in
somewhat higher correlations with DAS28 and CDAI, but
added only marginally to classification of patients. RAPID3
is substantially more easily scored than DAS28 or CDAI, 10
seconds versus 90 seconds for a formal joint count.

Distribution of an MDHAQ to each patient at each visit
in the infrastructure of usual clinical care has been the practice in the 3 clinical settings of the authors, for 25, 7, and 3
years, with completion of the questionnaire by > 99% of
patients53. This practice causes no disruption of patient flow,
saves time for the rheumatologist, and provides far superior
documentation of patient status than is available in usual
rheumatology care. Further use of RAPID3 to assess, monitor, and document patient status quantitatively in busy clinical settings could improve care, enhance documentation,
and lead to better outcomes for patients with rheumatic diseases and for the field of rheumatology.
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